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Dr. Naresh Shetty
President

Life is a Journey, Not a Destination

Life can’t be described by only one or two words.  It is the mixture 
of happiness and sadness, success and failure, comfort and pain, 
encouragement and frustration, opportunities and hesitations, love and 
hatred, relief and sorrow . Many a times it is a struggle  for very existence 
and  sometimes a constant struggle to prove something worthwhile in life  
and for the society.

I took over as the President of Bunts Sangha about two years ago with a 
lot of hope and commitment. The Team, I received were wonderful mix of youthful exuberance 
and men of experience. There was a spring in everyone’s step. Each one believed, that they can 
make a difference and a difference we did in many of our activities.

Life is a journey, not a destination.  We take every step in our own unique way.  The journey 
towards the new Campus was in that direction. We knew it would not be easy and we expected 
many  storms and bumpy roads but it did not matter as long as we realised, there was a cause. 
We struggled to make it happen. We had to go through a lot of hardships; luckily we had friends 
in Govt. agencies that helped us. If anyone believes things can happen smoothly in any of the 
Govt. setup, we are living in a fool’s paradise. I am indebted to so many who worked & helped 
in our cause.

  Life is a mixture of happiness and sadness.  I found many situations that tested my emotion. 
Everyone has his burden but what counts is how you carry it. I have tried my best to take the 
team along and we were in perfect harmony. There was a difference of opinion in one area and 
one cannot expect everyone to have the same opinion. But in the larger interest, the majority 
must have a say. I was not destined to be lucky in that aspect. .  Life is all about love. I have no 
space for hatred. We must always remember that balance is one of the most important things 
in life. I wish, we could have kept this within us and found a solution.

Life offers many opportunities.  It is up to us to grab it or let it pass. One must keep the journey 
going not because of the guarantee but because of the possibility. I believe we do not have 

that I have no heart for any ill will against anyone. I have come to this world empty handed and 
will go empty handed but in between if I can do something for my community, I will remain 

I am at a loss for words but I can only quote: Death is not the biggest loss in Life! The biggest 
loss is when relationships die amongst us while we are alive.

President's Message
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UËgÀªÀ PÁAiÀÄðzÀ²ðUÀ¼À ªÀgÀ¢
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ºÉZï. ²æÃzsÀgï ºÉUÉØ
UËgÀªÀ PÁAiÀÄðzÀ²ð
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What is new in the management of heart attack?

- Dr.  M. Jayaram Rai

Our heart is basically a pump. Its 
job is to receive impure blood 
from the body and pump it to 

heart and pumped back to the 
body in order to supply oxygen, 

glucose and other nutrients. 

Just like our body which requires blood supply 
for functioning, our heart also requires blood 
supply to function. A pair of arteries, known 
as the coronary arteries – the left and the 
right, accomplishes this. They arise from the 
great artery known as the Aorta. 

The coronary arteries can get clogged up over 
the years due to deposition of cholesterol. The 
cholesterol forms a plaque on the inner layer 
of the arteries and gradually blocks the lumen 

blood. This process is known as the coronary 
atherosclerosis. This can lead to angina, heart 
attack or sudden cardiac death. 

Angina occurs when the coronary lumen is 
partially blocked (>60%) and hence cannot 
carry enough blood to the heart muscle during 
exercise. The symptom of angina is described 
as a feeling of suffocation, constriction, 
heaviness or actual pain felt in the middle 
of the anterior chest. Sometimes the anginal 
pain can be felt in the arms, anterior neck, 
lower jaw, upper mid back or in the upper 
abdomen. Typically angina occurs during 
physical or emotional exertion and is relieved 
by rest or sublingual nitroglycerine within a 
few seconds or minutes. Thus no damage is 

done to the heart muscle. 

Myocardial infarction (heart attack) on the 
other hand, occurs as a result of total coronary 
block due to blood clot formation at the site of 
pre existing plaque. The plaque may rupture 

the circulating blood. The elements in the 
blood react with the contents of the plaque 
and form a fragile clot. This can block the 
coronary lumen completely and lead to heart 
attack. The pain of heart attack is similar in 
nature to that of angina but is more severe 
and prolonged and unreleaved by rest or 
sublingual nitroglycerine. Any anginal pain 
lasting for more than 20 to 30 minutes should 
be suspected as that of a heart attack. In the 
elderly and chronic diabetics heart attack can 
be silent.  If you have pain in a very localized 
area of the anterior chest, very likely, it is non-
cardiac.  

Persons suffering from heart attack, usually 
have profuse sweating, anxious look on the 
face and pallor. Recognition (or suspicion) 
of chest pain due to heart attack is very 
important in order to take quick action, i.e 
either to call a doctor or an ambulance. If you 
have Disprin 300 mg, dissolve it in ½ glass of 
water and drink it. Alternately one can use 
chewable Aspirin. Then shift the patient to 
the nearest hospital and get an ECG taken. If 
this indicates an acute heart attack, then shift 
the patient to a hospital with CCU and Cath 
Lab. 

If you live in small towns, then the practice is 
to give streptokinase/alteplace injection to 
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dissolve the blood clot (thrombolytic therapy), 

quickly as possible.

 In hospitals where there is facility for cardiac 
catheterization, Primary Angioplasty is the 
treatment of choice. This means instead of 
using streptokinase/alteplace, which only 
dissolves the thrombus (fresh clot) leaving the 
plaque untouched; one can remove both the 
clot and the plaque by Balloon Angioplasty. To 
prevent reblock or collapse of this opened up 
segment, scaffolding is erected in the form of 
a Stent. The interval between heart attack and 
angioplasty should be as short as possible in 
order to preserve the myocardium because 
beyond 6 to 8 hrs to permanent damage to the 
heart muscle can occur. Ideally the door (Cath 
Lab) to balloon timing should be less than 60 
to 90 minutes and this is known as the golden 
hour.   

The stents are of 3 different types - Bare 
metal, Medicated and Bioabsorbable. The 
cost of these vary from one to two lakhs and 
the procedure would cost another one to two 
lakhs.

In cases (rare) where there is heavy calcium 
deposition in those atheromatous plaques, 
simple ballooning may not open up the blocks 
and if you use too much of intra balloon 
pressure, the artery may even rupture. In 
such cases a technique known as Rotablation, 
which simply means drilling out the calcium 
chunk, followed by stenting is the procedure 
of choice. This will be an additional cost.

Occasionally a Cardiac Surgeon’s help may be 
needed to repair the damaged heart muscle  
or to do an  emergency bypass grafting, when 
angioplasty fails or not possible.  

Heart attacks are most common in men 
between the ages of 40 and 65 years. In India 
even younger age group is affected. Women 
during their child bearing age, are somehow 
protected against heart attacks, but they catch 
up with men after menopause. 

The risk factors for the heart attack are broadly 

sex, the age and genetic predisposition i.e 
family history of premature heart attack (i.e 
below the age of 58 yrs). Nothing much can 
be done to alter these risk factors at present. 

hypertension, high blood cholesterol, obesity 
and sedentary life style (lack of exercise). All 

To conclude, heart attack is a preventable 
disease. All you need to do is to get a thorough 
cardiovascular checkup by a competent 
physician or cardiologist, in order to 
identify the risk factors and manage them 
appropriately. This may need change of life 
style and habits forever. If you are a male and 
above the age of 40 years get yourself checked 
up annually whether you feel ill or well. 

If you are overweight, lose it gradually and 
come down to your ideal weight levels. Exercise 
regularly (brisk walking for 30 to 45 minutes is 
the best). If you have diabetics, hypertension, 
get it under control by medicines, diet and 
exercise. If your cholesterol is high and you 
are in a vulnerable age group and/or have any 
one of the risk factors mentioned above, then 
take Statin drug regularly to reduce it. Consult 
your cardiologist about this.

Last but not the least, stress, tension and 
mental depression can precipitate heart 
attack. Hence avoid it or get it treated.
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¨ÉÆ®ÄÝ EvïÛ£À ¥ÀÆgÁ ¥ÉÃgÀvïÛ 
zÉÆÃ¹ÛPÀvÉ  - FRIENDSHIP

- (PÀÈμÀÚ ZÀPÀæwÃxÀð) gÉÆ| PÀÈμÀÚ J. ±ÉnÖ, PÀÄAdvÀÆÛgÀÄ, PÁPÀð¼À
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(Friendship)

eÉÊ vÀÄ¼ÀÄ, PÀ£ÀßqÀ, C¥Éà ¨sÁgÀw

- ªÀgÀ¢: GªÉÄÃ±ï gÉÊ £ÀqÀÄ¨ÉÊ¯ï

½

‘ªÀÄÄRªÁqÀ’

‘ªÀÄÆ¶PÀzÀ PÀªÀZÀ’ 
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"Struggling and suffering actually 
makes one stronger to face life 
boldly."

Jesus Christ said: Blessed is the man 
who has suffered; he has found life.

Osho said : In life there are no short 
cuts; only illusions are short cuts. Life is ardu-
ous because only through arduous struggle does 
growth come to you; it never comes easily. You 
cannot get it cheaply, anything that is cheap can-
not help you to grow. Suffering helps, the very ef-
fort, the very struggle, the long path that gives you 
sharpness, growth, experience, maturity. Only one 
who has never tried to live, who has been avoid-
ing life, can remain without suffering. That is why, 
in very rich families, only dimwitted persons are 
born, because they are protected so much. And 
when you protect somebody so much it is not 
protection against death, it is protection against 
life. With easy and lazy life one will never grow 
in awareness and maturity; and he will not have 
higher layers of consciousness because those 
higher layers come into existence only when you 
suffer, when you are challenged. When there is a 
problem you are challenged. 

In Sanskrit, they have a beautiful word for suffer-
ing. They call it Vedant, and vedant has two mean-
ings; one is suffering, the other, knowledge. Vedant 
comes from the same root as Veda. Veda means 
source of knowledge. Those who coined this word 
vedant, came to know a fact, that suffering is knowl-
edge. Hence they used the same word for both. If 
you suffer, immediately you become aware. The 
stomach comes into existence only with a stomach-
ache. Before, it may have been there but it was not 
in your consciousness. Suffering is a challenge: 
when you suffer you are challenged. When there is 
a problem, you are challenged. When you encoun-
ter a problem, only then you grow.

pressure transforms anything. It is pressure that 
transforms sand in a shell turn into a perfect white 
shining pearl. It is extreme pressure with which 
coal is transformed into sparkling diamond over a 
period of time.

-
tle is lost, not the war’. But if you want to win the 
war you will have to lose many wars. It has been 

-
preneurs grow to greater heights once the initial 
hurdles are overcome. The second generation en-
trepreneurs generally grow slower and the third 
generation entrepreneurs generally encounter 
total failures. Because, the second generation en-
trepreneurs at least have the opportunity to watch  
how their parents have struggled hard to over-
come problems. But the third generation entre-
preneurs don’t have that opportunity to watch the 

During my working and consultancy experience 
I had watched in some business families the par-
ents had seen to it that their heir is exposed to var-
ious levels of responsibilities step by step. I have 
watched also one business person who allowed 
his son to occupy an air conditioned room imme-
diately after his engineering graduation and not 

After a few years of running the factory I heard the 
business had wound up.

There is a saying that business is like a large tree 
with a big trunk with several branches. One has 
to struggle to climb up the trunk portion but once 
one reaches the branch levels he can move from 
one branch to another easily.

There are several examples how some people 
started small and went on to achieve great things. 
Benzamin Franklin dropped out of school at age 
ten. That didn’t stop the great man from persu-

The Way to Heaven is only through Hell
 - A. Seetharam Shetty
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ing his education. He taught himself through vo-
racious reading and eventually went on to invent 
lightening- rod and bifocals. He became one of 
America’s Founding Fathers.

Thomas Edison failed 1000 times before creating 
the light bulb. Albert Einstein did’nt speak until he 
was four years old. Einstein didn’t  have the best 
childhood. In fact, many people thought he was 
just a dud. But he kept thinking well, he eventually 
developed the Theory of Relativity. 

-
son in the whole world couldn’t make any money 

miserably. When Gates and his partner, Paul Allen, 
tried to sell it, the product wouldn’t even work. 
Gates and Allen didn’t let it stop them trying again 
though.

ºÉÆ¸À¨É¼ÀPÀÄ ºÉÆ¸À ºÉeÉÓ

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

¸ÁUÀgÀzÁ¼ÀzÀ°è 
 

 
 

 
ºÉÆ¸À ¨É¼ÀPÀÄ ¨ÉÃPÀÄ  
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ªÀÄÆvÀæªÉAzÉÆqÀ£É ªÀÄÆUÀÄ ªÀÄÄjAiÀÄ¨ÉÃr. EzÉÆAzÀÄ 
Cw ¥ÀÄgÁvÀ£ÀªÁzÀ aQvÁì «zsÁ£À, ¨sÁgÀwÃAiÀÄjAzÀ 
ErÃ «±ÀéPÉÌÃ ¥À¸Àj¹zÀÄÝ, ªÀÄÄzÁægÁPÀë¸À£À ¥ÀæªÉÃ±ÀªÁzÀ 

PÀæªÉÄÃt ªÀiÁAiÀÄªÁUÀÄvÁÛ §AvÀÄ. ¥ÀgÀzÉÃ±ÀzÀªÀgÀÄ EzÀ£ÀÄß 

£ÀªÀÄä IÄUÉéÃzÀ, CxÀªÀðt [DAiÀÄÄªÉÃðzÀzÀ MAzÀÄ ¨sÁUÀ] 

£ÉÃ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ 2

»AzÉAiÉÄÃ “qÁ§gÀvÀAvÀæ” ¸ÀéªÀÄÆvÀæªÀÅ £ÀªÀÄä ‘Body’, 
‘Mind’ ªÀÄvÀÄÛ ‘Soul'

Soloman’s English Physician 

aQvÉì¬ÄAzÀ¯ÉÃ UÀÄt¥Àr¹PÉÆArzÀÄÝ, vÀ£Àß ªÀÄÆvÀæªÀ£ÀÄß 

gÀ vÀ£ÀPÀ vÀ£Àß C£ÉÃPÀ 

“Water of Life”

wAUÀ¼À Science 
Digest £À°è ‘Urine’ MAzÀÄ Powerful Artery 
Dialating Coronary Blood Flow 

Angina Pectoris relief PÉÆqÀÄvÀÛzÉ 

¥ÀæPÀn¹zÉ.

£ÀqÉzÀ 2£ÉÃ ‘All India Congress on Alternate 
Therapies Conference’

 ‘Miracles of 
Urine Therapy’

§AzÀÄ C°è ‘Aids’ Cure ªÀiÁqÀ®Ä ¸ÀÄ®¨sÀªÀiÁUÀð 

‘Aids’£ÀÄß 

consulting 
centre £ÀªÀgÀÄ K¥Àðr¹zÀÄÝ EzÀgÀ ±ÁSÉUÀ¼ÀÄ UÉÆÃªÁ, 

±ÁSÉUÀ¼À£ÀÄß vÉgÉAiÀÄÄªÀ ¥ÀæQæAiÉÄUÀ¼ÀÄ £ÀqÉzÀªÀÅ.

- ¸ÀÄ¯ÉÆÃZÀ£Á ±ÉnÖ, PÉÆqÀªÀÇgÀÄ
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Marketing Company  

«μÀAiÀÄªÀ®è!

UÀÄt¥Àr¹zÀ C£ÀÄ¨sÀªÀzÀ DzsÁgÀzÀ°è vÀÄ¼ÀÄ, PÀ£ÀßqÀ, 

“Auto Urine Therapy –Nature’s Miracle 
Cure”
§gÉzÉ. EzÀPÉÌ PÁgÀt NªÀð HIV+ve  wAUÀ¼À 
¸ÁzsÀ£É¬ÄAzÀ HIV-ve

WÀ£ÀvÉAiÀÄ£ÀÄß vÀAzÀÄPÉÆnÖgÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ¸ÀªÀiÁd ¸ÉÃªÉUÉ ¹PÀÌ 

¨Áj £ÀqÉzÀÄ 

Congratulations

Smt. Muktha Udayraj Shetty, Jeppu Gudde Guthu has been selected for the 19th 
Asian Masters Athletics Championship 2016, Singapore, which is scheduled 
to be held from 4th May to 8th May 2016.

Bangalore Bunts’ Sangha congratulates and wishes her all the best.

¸ÀÆZÀ£É

UË| PÁAiÀÄðzÀ²ð
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A DIVINE BIAS : GENDER DISCRIMINATION
Womens’ right to enter temples or places of prayer/worship

The discrimination of human beings on the basis 
of caste, creed, colour and gender is a serious 
social evil created and practised by the human 
beings themselves from the age old in the society.  
In Hindu religion, it is a welcome change that, 
by the passage of times the caste and sub caste 
system emerged out of the 4 major professional 
groups viz. Brahmanas,  Vyshyas, Kshatriyas and 
Shudras created in Veda Puranas/ Upanishats 
are vanishing day by day as people are emerging 
to take up the different profession they like. 
However, the caste based reservation instead of 
the reservation on the basis of income is a still 
a hindrance to eradicate the caste system from 
the social system in toto.

In Hinduism, women are treated with great 
respect and they are compared to Goddess. 
All the three Goddesses / female familiar and 
famous deities viz. Maa Parvathi, Maa Lakshmi 
and Maa Sarashwathi are sometimes referred 
to as different roopas of Hindu Goddess Matha 
Parvathi. Women are playing different sacred 
roles such as mothers to children, sisters to 
someone, advisors to others and wives to men. 
Some great man referred “WIFE” is God’s gift the 
man ever has. Women are great leaders, great 
saints, great puja performers, great warriors, 
great mountaineers, great swimmers, great 
sportsmen, great astronauts, great government 
servants, great businessmen, great corporate 
heads, and great politicians or in short they are 

they are to be barred from entering to temples 
or place of  prayer (considered as a sacred abode 
of God / Goddess)?

Female devotees are not allowed to enter 
Sanctum of Trimbakeshwar Temple of Nashik; 
Women are barred to enter the Shani temple of 

Shingapur of Ahmednagar: Women are allowed 
entry to Mhaskoba of Pune on special days only; 
Women are not allowed entry to Chatai Devi 
and SilaShivling of Satara; they are not allowed 
to enter Waibatwadi Maruti of Beed and such 
ban was lifted of Kolhapur – all in the state of 
Maharashtra.  Muslim women also usually 
barred to carry out / do namaz (performing 
prayer course) in mosque. Sabarimala Hill 
Shrine, Sree Krishna temple of Malayinkeezhu 
- both in Kerala state , Mahakaleshwar temple 
of Ujjain in Madhya Pradesh state, Mawali Mata 
Mandir of Dharmatari in Chahtisgarh state and 
Mangal Chandi Temple of Bokaro in Jharkhand 
are some other temples that ban the entry of 
women, while such ban was recently lifted 
at Patbausi Satra of Barpeta in Assam state. 

gender discrimination in one or other way since 
long.  

The Mumbai High Court, recently, while hearing 

against the Gender Discriminatory treatment 
on women, said that “Women have same right 
as men to enter temples”. The Mumbai High 
Court also came heavily on the Maharashtra 
Government for not implementing its own 
law the “Maharashtra Hindu Places of Public 
Worship (Entry Authorisation) Act 1956”. The 

that it is against the gender discrimination and 
it will give order to the district authorities to 
strictly implement the law and see that if one 
section of the people is permitted, the other 
section must also be permitted. This is a welcome 
change. The Mumbai High Court’s verdict on 
gender discrimination against women’s right in 
places of worship has also encouraged Muslim 

- A. M. Rai
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 Sathyasodhak Mandal to approach the courts 

Namaz in mosques and also to enter to burial 
grounds (kabristan). 

For the last several years, women activists have 

South Indian Hill Shrine- the heavenly abode 
of Sri Sri Lord Ayyappa at Sabarimalai Hill of 
Pattanthitta District in the state of Kerala to 
which lakhs of devotees from all over India 
– maximum from Southern states viz Kerala, 
Tamilnadu, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh 
and Telengana states visit every year. The TDB 
(Travancore Devosom Board) bars female 
devotees of age between 10 years to 50 years 
from visiting Sabarimala. The argument here is 
the female devotees on the said age bracket are 
susceptible to mensuration cycle coupled with 
the issue of “Parishudhi” (cleanliness) of the 
body during the required 40 days of Deeksha 
/ Vratham / Maladharana with carrying of 
Irumudiseva to be observed for the Sabarimalai 
Yatra (Sacred Pilgrimage). However, this 
argument will not hold good in the changed 
scenario of Sabarimalai Yatra now a days as the 
devotees now observe Deeksha ranging from 
one day to 41 days and female devotees are also 
freely allowed to enter and pray in to all Ayyappa 
temples situated / constructed in other places 
other than at Sabarimalai (the original place 
the famous deity). The case is in the Supreme 

Court and the Apex Court observed that gender 
discrimination is against Article 25 of the 

is expected soon. Consequent to Mumbai High 
court’s verdict, the shani temple authorities 
lifted 400 years ban on the entry of women. 
However, Trimbakeshwar Temple authorities 
are planning to approach Supreme Court.

In this respect, an ardent social worker and 
staunch believer of Hinduism who completed 
more than 41 Sabarimalai yatras with strict 
deeksha, Guru Swamy Sri K Aithappa Rai, the 
founder Secretary of Vijaya Bank Employees 
Ayyappa Seva Samithi (Regd.), who with the 
sincere support of Sri K. Sadananda Shetty, the 
founder president (former Chairman and MD 
of Vijaya Bank) by moblilising support of other 
devotee members, constructed Sri Sri Ayyappa 
Temple complex – an architectural marvel and a 
sacred place of worship for Lord Ayyappa, Lord 
Ganesh,  Lord Subramanya and Goddess Sridevi 
and Navagrahas in Sunder Ram Shetty (SRS  
Nagar-popularly known as Vijaya Bank Layout) , 
which pulls huge crowd of devotees and runs on 
its own now on the contributions and offerings 
from the devotees, opines that female devotees 
also can be allowed to Sabarimalai Hill Shrine 
provided they also follow and practice all the 
rules of deeksha/vratham during the sacred 
yatra period like the men do.

PÀÈvÀdÕvÉUÀ¼ÀÄ

²æÃ J¸ï.J£ï. ±ÉnÖ
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PÀªÀ£À

-ªÀ£ÀªÀiÁ¯Á ¸ÀA¥À£ÀßPÀÄªÀiÁgÀ

¨ÉPÀÄÌUÀ¼ÀÄ
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SUCCESS

Success is an art of striking balance between 

reactions. Each event affects the next one in 
line. You may only remember the end result, 
but its all those little risks that you take each 
day that either gets you closer to your goal or 
further away.  Avoid self imposed pressure 
by avoiding unrealistic deadlines and 
unattainable goals. There is a saying “Before 
cutting the tree sharpen your axe”. A trade not 
properly learned is an enemy.

Planning in the mind, conceiving work 
activities in sequence, writing a plan down on 
paper is to give the mental thought a graphic 
shape on paper. By the very fact of its being 

Start by doing what is necessary and then by 
doing what is possible and suddenly you are 
doing the impossible.

There is only perseverance and hard work, no 
magic or miracle to reach the light at the end 
of the tunnel.

“He who has been bitten by a serpent is afraid 
of a rope”, but success comes to those who fear 
not failure. Only he who can see the invisible 
can do the impossible. We should take our 
work one by one. The more alternatives, 

never knocks at our door twice, one mistake 
will undo all the good work. That means we 
should not be scared,  Instead learn to walk 
by stumbling. A daring beginning is half way 
to winning.

You want and get-that is luck, you want 
and wait-that is time, you want but you 
compromise that is life,

You want and you wait and you don’t 
compromise is success.

An arrow can be shot only by pulling it back, 
so whenever you take a risk it might pull you 
back; don’t worry, it is going to lead you to 
success.

eyes with tears. Your tears will hide another 
opportunity in front of you. Keep smiling, 
limitations live only in our minds, but if 
we use our imagination, our possibilities 
become limitless, move on and achieve the 
impossibilities.

Most used alphabet “A” does not appear in 
spelling of one to nine hundred ninety nine (1 
to 999) it appears 1st time in one thousand 
(1000) and continues. Moral of this is success 
requires patience and faith, if you fall don’t 
see the place where you fell, but see the 
place where you slipped. Success is all about 
correcting your mistakes. Success is like a 
train, it has several coaches - hard work, focus, 
luck, attitude, vision, but leading all those is 

Some people dream of success, while others 
wake up and work hard for it.

Three sentences for getting success, written 
by William Shakespeare

1. Know more than others

2. Work more than others

3. Expect less than others

Success will be yours!!!

- Binatha Balakrishna
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THE POWER OF RELATIONSHIP AND RAPPORT

Rapport is a subject that is of-
ten overlooked yet it’s critical to 
success. The ability to establish 
rapport contributes to a more 

relaxed way of being. It helps you establish 
trusting, long-term relationships based on 
mutual trust and helps  you become a better 
“People person”, a better negotiator, and an 
overall smarter and wiser businessperson. 
Rapport assists you in bringing out the best 
in yourself as well as in other people, and pre-
vents others from acting defensively in your 
presence. In addition, the necessary ingredi-
ents of establishing rapport are identical to 
those that help you become a kinder person. 
Moreover think of establishing rapport as a 
form of self-therapy, a way to help you grow – 
personally, professionally, and spiritually.

Many of us have a tendency to dive in too 
quickly too hard, or ask for what from some-
one before we establish  the necessary rap-
port. In most cases, this overzealous or ambi-
tious attempt to get something from someone 

-
ed prematurely, and lack the vital connection 
necessary to optimize your goals.

When you lack a sense of rapport with some-

It may be that you lack a connecting or a sense 
of trust. For whatever reason, you just don’t 
click. Without rapport, you can come across 
as demanding, unrealistic, condescending, 
or arrogant. Sometimes you can’t quite put 

is missing. Many people do understand the 
-

one. In other words, it’s obvious that in order 
to sell someone something or ask them to do 
something, it’s necessary that they feel okay 
about you. The more subtle implication of 

-
ing. It’s important to know that rapport is not 
necessarily something that you establish once 
and then lasts forever. Instead, it’s necessary 
to reconnect with people on an ongoing ba-
sis, to check in with others to be sure you’re 
in synch.

 The best way to establish rapport with some-
one is to assume that you don’t have it. In oth-
er words, don’t take for granted that simply 
because you know someone or that because 
you’ve done business with them before, your 
rapport is intact. Instead, take time to re-
connect. Be highly respectful and courteous. 
Demonstrate your sincerity and your genuine 
concern. Ask questions and be patient. The 
key to rapport is to make the person you are 
with (or speaking to) feel as though he or she 
is the most important person in your life at 
that moment. You want to be so present with 
them – so genuine that they feel special. You 
can’t fake this type of sincerity. You have to be 
real.

Dan assumed it was “a done deal”. He had 
skillfully convinced his new client to purchase 
a large life insurance policy over the phone. 
Dan had never bothered to have a small talk 
with Walter, his client, but he had done his 
homework and knew his product well. There 
was no question in his mind that the product 
was in Walter’s best interest. Walter knew 
that he was under-insured and had made the 

- Dr. K Raviraj Hegde Ph.d.
Acharya B School, Bangalore
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decision to purchase the policy and the two of 
them agreed to meet over lunch and sign the 
papers.

The moment they sat down, Dan pulled out 
the application and handed Walter a pen. 
Suddenly, something didn’t feel quite right. 
Walter became uneasy, hesitant, and began to 
have second thoughts. Shortly thereafter, he 
stood up and announced to Dan that he was 
going to have to “think about it a little longer” 

say, Dan lost the deal. He had minimized the 
power of rapport. Had he bothered to get to 
know Walter better, his client would have 
felt more comfortable with him and probably 
wouldn’t have backed out.

Once genuine rapport is established, the rest 
of the interaction goes much more smoothly. I 

know people who, when I see them, somehow 
always take the time to reestablish their rap-
port with me. They ask me how I’m doing and 
actually wait to hear my answer before they 
go on and ask me to do something for them. 
They don’t seem rushed or preoccupied with 
other things. Indeed, they are right there with 
me, treating me as if I really mattered. These 
are the people I want to do business with. 
These are the people I want to be around with.

If you invest the time and energy to establish 
rapport with others, your life will begin to 
change immediately. You’ll have a better con-
nection with people, which will create more 
nourishing interactions-personally and pro-
fessionally. You will be trusted, loved, and ad-
mired, and you will become far more effective 
when dealing with others.

A
D

V
T.
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²æÃªÀÄw  
ZÉÃgï ¥À¸Àð£ï, ¸ÁA¸ÀÌöÈwPÀ ¸À«Äw

WORLD BUNTS FOUNDATION TRUST (REGD)
Dr. B.R.Shettys Cottage, Bunts Hostel Circle, Mangaluru – 575003. 

Ph :0824-2494205. E-mail:wbft@rediffmail.com Website:www.worldbunts.org

LATE Y.R. SHETTY ENDOWMENT AWARD  
FOR THE BEST CA STUDENT – 2015-16

To consider late Y.R. Shetty endowment award for the best CA Student 2015-16, 
applications are invited from Chartered Accountants, belonging to Bunts community, who 

Please send the details with Bio-Data and latest photograph along with duly attested marks 
sheet to the above mentioned address by 30.06.2016.

 

 
UËgÀªÀ PÁAiÀÄðzÀ²ð
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Hundred - First Birthday of Banking Icon 
Late Sri. Mulki Sundar Ram Shetty

At a time when it is common to 
see people work for themselves, 
still there are people who 
dedicate their entire life to the 
cause and up- liftment of others 

and the society in general. In this short list 
of such people, late Sri. Mulki Sundar Ram 
Shetty occupies the top slot, who was often 
described as phenomenon rather than a 
person, who guided and showed as how the 
society could be served and helped to develop 

He was born on 30th April 1915 at Hiriadka 
Bommarabettu Village, Udupi Taluk. Though 

and well versed in English Language. From 
1932 to 1951 he worked in various Insurance 
Companies holding high posts. However, 
nobody had ever visualized that one day he 
would become a world famous banking and 

In 1937 he married Ms. Kusumavati Shetty who 
supported him throughout like a proverbial 
wife behind every successful husband. He had 
a very successful and contented family life 
with four sons and three daughters.

He was an ardent sportsman himself and 
the fan of sports too. During his time he 
encouraged sports by identifying sports 
talents and giving those jobs in the bank. 
It was Sri. Sundar Ram Shetty who was the 
force behind the achievements of National 
and International sportsmen and women 
like Udya Prabhu, Sundarraj Shetty, Mary 
Varghese, Irene Saldhana, Vedavathi  Shetty 
and Chitralekha Shetty. During his days, the 
Bank won the International Banking Sports 

event held in Srilanka. 

His contribution to Vijaya Bank and his 
achievements in this regard is noteworthy. 
Even before the latest development in the 
Banking Industry “Financial Inclusion”  was 
visualized thought of and discussed, he had 
implemented it three decades back by opening 
branches in remote corner of the country, 
where drinking water was rare commodity 
and the places were hardly connected by roads. 
This later prompted other banks to venture 
in to such areas. He offered jobs to over nine 
thousand unemployed youths without looking 
at caste, creed, religion, gender and language. 
The bank, which was till then known as the 
bank from costal area of Karnataka,  spread its 
branch network throughout the country and 
got all India footprint within a short span of 
time which made the Banking Industry  to sit 
up and watch this bank in curiosity. At a time 
when the south based banks were reluctant 
to open branches in North Eastern states, he 
opened the branches in all the seven states 
which encouraged other south based banks to 
open their branches in North Eastern States.  
Opening 105 branches in one day and issuing 
more than 100 appointment orders in a single 
day those days still remains in his name. That 
was the style of functioning of Sri Sundar Ram 
Shetty.

When the Karnataka Government brought 
in the historic Land Reform Act making the 
“tiller the owner”, many people lost their land 
and the only source of livelihood. At this hour 

help by offering jobs to the kith and kin of 
such families, which helped them to shape 

- Balakrishna Shetty (AB) 
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their life and future, which in turn helped the 
community and the whole district and state in 

He was a live example of leadership and 
would take decision based on logic, truth 
and impartiality and would always succeed 
regardless of the obstacle and roadblocks by 
anybody and of any kind. He had a unique 
style of function, where in, the present day 
responses like….let me see. ..let me think over  
it…let me do the best….  had no place in  his 
dictionary. He would always give clear cut 
“Yes or No” response with total disregard to 
its consequence. Though his education was 
limited to Higher Secondary School, he would 
outsmart even the post graduates, researchers 

complicated and controversial issues and 
problems. His voice and personality was 
yet another feather in his asset. He had full 

his plans with then Prime Minister, Finance 
Minister and the authorities of Reserve Bank 
of India and drive home his points and line of 
arguments without compromising. 

Even in abroad, he was known as a powerful 

then the Prime Minister of England, was his 
friend. Many top ranking Industrialists were in 
his close circle and so was some descendants 
of old Maharajas in the country. Perhaps this 
might have helped him to convert an ordinary 
bank in to an All India Bank within a short 
span of time.

Work may or may not… but the honour always 
remains. This is an old saying…but seem to 
have coined for Sri.  Sundar Ram Shetty only. 
He is not with us today. When we look at the 
mammoth International standard Financial 
Organisation, built by him single handedly, 
he appears on our mental screen in close up. 

This organization is growing and spreading 
in leaps and bounds. Had this far sighted 
visionary not taken the risk of leading, the 
Bank would not have grown like this and 
thousands of employees would not have found 
livelihood. Born in a small village, he had the 

their pain and pleasure. Though he was born 
in a Royal family, he had the large heart to 
feel the pulse of the down trodden and their 

initiative of providing jobs to the youth of 
village and small towns all over the country 

making was not only his mission as people 
would often remark. While providing jobs 

help and service would reach the needy in 
the society and there by the society develop 

opened more branches in villages and small 

to the bank, he opened many branches in 

shrewdness.

The bank’s position was not sound in early 
sixties. Due to non-recovery of couple of big 
loans, the bank was in trouble. To strengthen 
the Bank and prop up its fundamentals, he 
took some bold and far reaching decision 
like merging some Tamil Nadu, Kerala and 
Karnataka based small banks to Vijaya Bank 
and strengthened its capital, business and 
geographic coverage. This historic decision 
was the turning point in the history of Vijaya 
Bank and then onwards the Bank marched 
ahead and never turned back.

In the history of the Bank, the period after 

Sri. Sundar Ram Shetty’s stewardship, his 
far reaching plans, set goals, his style of 
function, the bank’s growth got accelerated. 
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Whenever, something positive got stuck to 
his mind, he would implement it, regardless 
of the opposition he would encounter, he 
would never retract. Even while facing most 
embarrassing situation, in the interest of the 
Bank he would got through the situation. 

Nobody would dare to beat Sri Sundar 
Ram Shetty in giving jobs on humanitarian 
basis. Without bothering much about the 

to physically handicapped, women who have 
become early widows and help them to settle 
down in their life. Once a woman known to 
him from his native place wrote a letter to 
him, seeking a job to her granddaughter with 
whom she was living without any source of 
income. He got his Branch Manager from 
his native place to visit her and report back 
him the facts. When he found it true, he gave 
a job to her granddaughter. This old woman 
even now remembers that day and respects 
him like God. To ascertain one’s problem 
personally and helping him/her like this is 
just impossible these days even in dreams. 
This in the normal courses should be done by 
the welfare state but Sundar Ram Shetty did 
it. Like this, he offered jobs to many all over 
the country, who had no means of livelihood. 
During the course, he encountered many legal 
and procedural obstacles. But, he faced them 

work. Sometime, some people who were 

way. But, he was unmoved. 

Since 1946, he was the director of the bank.  In 
the year 1962, he was elevated as the honorary 
Chairman of the Bank. Except for the period of 
one and half year from 1940-51, he was with 
the Bank for almost three and half decades. 
From 1969 to 1979, he was the Chairman and 
Managing Director of the Bank and got retired 
after bringing the Bank to the front row in the 

Banking Industry. During his time only Bank 
got known to the entire country and abroad. 
The Bank was nationalized in the year 1980. 
In the year 1981, during a visit to his son’s 
house in Boston city in America he died of 
heart attack. This news shattered both the 

of the Bank. The banking Industry lost one 
rising star, able leader and administrator.

It is not a matter of exaggeration, that the 
Bank staff, customers and the community 

service he gave to them all, as an architect of 
Vijaya Bank called for it. He not only did it in 
his native place but elsewhere also in different 

Minister with his few friends set up this 
Bank in the year 1931, on the auspicious day 
of Vijaya Dashami. Sri. Mulki Sundara Ram 
Shetty, gave a shape to this Bank and spread 
it to the nook and corner of the country and 
made it an all India Bank. We need to keep 
these great personalities in our heart and 
memory and make our next generation 
too remember them always. May his life 
guide us in our life also.

When somebody’s life becomes support to 

Shetty did throughout his life. In his memory, 
commemorating with his Hundred - First 
Birthday (30th April 1915) his well-wishers 
and some organisations are conducting 
different programmes and cultural activities. 
Human being should be thankful. These 
programmes show that, we carry on the good 
old philosophy of our great culture.

In recognition of his concern for the society, 
his fans from all over the country and abroad 
are planning to build a Community Hall, in 
his native place Mulki. It is heartening to note 
that the response so far is quite encouraging.
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RTB Auditorium Booking Status  as on 01.05.2016
S l . 
No.

Date Name of the Party Booking Category Mem-
ber/  Non Member

No. of 
Days

1 01.05.2016 Sunil Kumar K N Non Member 1    

2 04.05.2016 G.G. Chandrashekar Non Member 1    

3 06.05.2016 Iron & Steel Industrial Consumer Co-operative 
Society Ltd.

Non Member 1

4 08.05.2016 K. Shivaram Shetty Member - 2628/ PL 1

5 11.05.2016 A.B. Gowda Non Member 1

12.05.2016 Prema R Alva Member - 7953/CL 1

6 13.05.2016 L.P. Puttaniah Non Member 1

7 15.05.2016 & 16.05.2016 Manjunath B. Non Member 2

8 17.05.2016 & 18.05.2016 B.R. Rangaraju Non Member 2

9 20.05.2016 Rame Gowda D. Non Member 1

21.05.2016 Lions Club International Multiple 317 Non Member 1

10 22.05.2016 Ravishankar B. Non Member 1

25.05.2016 N. Rakesh Kumar Non Member 1

11 26.05.2016 Shashidhar Shetty K. Non Member 1

29.05.2016 K. Lokesh Non Member 1

01.06.2016 K.C. Krishnegowda Non Member 1

12 05.06.2016 Ramaiah Non Member 1

13 15.06.2016 G.C. Chenne Gowda Non Member 1

22.06.2016 & 23.06.2016 Mayanna T.G. Non Member 2

26.06.2016 Tharanath Non Member 1

28.09.2016& 29.09.2016 Ramesh D Non Member 2

11.07.2016 Subhoda Sooda Member - 1435/LM 1

14 13.07.2016 M. Rayappa Nayak Non Member 1

15.07.2016 to 21.07.2016 Chinmaya Mission Rent Free Booking 7

24.07.2016 S. Prakash Non Member 1

17.08.2016 Huchamasti Gowda Non Member 1

20.08.2016 & 21.08.2016 Sudeendranath Non Member 2

15 28.08.2016 E. Padma Kumar Non Member 1

10.09.2016 & 11.09.2016 Shama Krishna Non Member 2

15.09.2016 Vittal Rao Non Member 1

05.10.2016 N. Shridhar Rao Non Member 1

23.10.2016 Subramani N. Non Member 1

01.11.2016& 02.11.2016 Ramesh R Non Member 2

04.11.2016 B. Sadananda Shetty Member - 3267/CL 1

16 06.11.2016 & 07.11.2016 Kumar Non Member 2

17 17.11.2016 & 18.11.2016 Mohan Kumar D. Non Member 2

18 04.12.2016 & 05.12.2016 Rajagopal Hebbar Non Member 2
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Boys-Doctors 
 310/B/14 05.01.80, 5.9” B.A.M.S (Ayurveda) working in  
    Russia
Boys-Engineers
 280/B10.05.84, 5.7” B.E., Tech Mahindra
 292/ B04.03.86, 5.6” BE/PGDBA Engineer
 297/B27.04.84 5.8”  B.E. RWSSIA
 301/B 17.09.84 5.6”  B.E., Hitachi Consulting 
 304/B/14 03.11.88, 6.1”, B.E. Symphony Services
 415/B/16, 16.06.1988, 6" B.E., M.S. working in Amazon,  
    USA

Boys-Post Graduates 
 

    Toyoto Group 
36 290/B 08.07.82, 6.1”  MBA 
37 294/B 06.09.82, 5.6” MBA, asst. Manager, Tech Support 
39 299/ B 08.11.86 6 ” B. Com,  Tax assistant in   
    Income Tax Dept. (National  
    Level Sportsman)
40 295/B 24.09.80, 5.7” B.Com, B.Com, MBA, Deputy  
    Manager – All cargo Logistics,  
    B’lore 
43 306/B 17.02.84, 6”, MBA, Sales Executive Ravindu Toyota 
48 320/B/14 28.12.84,  5.10”  Dipl. BCA, MBA, EVent 
    Management 
49 321/B/14 22.11.84, 5.6” MBA (Finance), Finance professional 
50 322/B/14 11.09.84 5.8” MCA 
    Karnataka Bank
 314/B/14 07.09.83, 6” MBA, Reliance General  
    Insurance
 315/B/14 21.02.84, 5.7” Master Degree in Journalism,  
    Sub-editor, Udayavani
 318/B/14 16.05.84,5.9” MBA, Piaggio Commercial  
    Motor (P) Ltd
54 325/B/14 09.05.85 5’10”  MBA, Sr. analyst – accenture 
55 326/B/14 09.05.85 5’10” MBA , Ing Vaisya Bank 
56 328/B/14 08.09.83 5’8” MBA, Working at MNC Bangalore

 
     Broad Band
59 337/B/14 19.08.82 5’11” MBA, Business Development  
    Manager
60 339/B/14 31.12.80 5’9”   MS in Product Design,
61 340/B/14 04.11.79 5’7”   Master in Mass Commn 
     Journalist   
62 343/B/1515.04.87 5’6”   B.com Hotel Business
63  245/B/01.08.81, 5.5”   
    Toyota Group
65 347/B/ 04.01.84, 5.6”  M.Sc Biotech – accounts 
    manager Sales
 360/15 16/12/1979, 6.2” B.Sc, MBA,TCS passport seva, 
    ahmadabad
67 368/B/15 15/12/1983 5’11  BHM Self employed
68 362/B/15,12/a6/1987,6’a” MTA,VISA Executive
 372/B/15 11/11/1981 5’7”  MBBS (Pursuing) Business
 373/B/15 09/09/1984 5’6”  B A Bped , Mped Lecturer 
 374/B/15 02/01/1987 5’5” M.SE Govt.Lecturer
 375/B/15 21/02/1987 5’6”  B.Com  PWD Contractor
 377/B/15 18/08/1985 5’9”    B A Hotel Business
 378/B/15 19/10/1982 5’5”  M B A Preethi Kitchen Appler
 380/B/15 03/09/1983 5’7”  B.com Indus Bank    

BUNTS' SANGHA BANGALORE
Matrimonial  Services Committee

 382/B/15 06/09/1982 5’6”  M B A Deputy Manager 
 384/B/15 21/03/1983 5’8”  M B A Working                                
 387/B/15 27/07/1981 5’10” Hotel Management Self Employed 
 389/B/15 01/05/1983 5’8”  BBM Working
 392/B/15 29/04/1986 5’6”  M B A Working
 405/B/15 01/06/1980 5’8” C A Inter Chief Accountant-Dubai 
 406/B/15 25/05/1983 5’8” B.com
 414/B/16,10.03.1984,5.10"Hotel Management
 412/B/16, 17.05.1985, 5.6" DME, MBA
 413/B/16, 16.12.1982, 6" B.Com, ICA
 416/B/16, 29.01.1987, 5.11"B.Com, LLB
Boys –Graduates 
36 284/B 04.09.76, 5.7” B.Com, asst. Manager in Hyundai 
 316/B/14 25.04.83 5.8” B.A., D.G.A., BTV Pvt. Ltd.
37 308/B 11.01.83, 6”,   B.Com, George P. Johnson 
    (accounts) 
38 316/B/14 25.04.83 5.8” B.A., D.G.A., BTV Pvt. Ltd.
39 350/B/15 2.2.84  5’8 B.Com -Sales Manager 
    Landmark Insurance
40 353/15 1983,5.9”ft,  Diploma (E&C),B.A-Business
41 354/15 14.09.79,5.10”ft,  LL.B-legal manager society 
    general
43 358/15 12-09-1984, 5.8” B. A & AASP-Purple Frame 
    Tech  Pvt. Ltd
 284/B 04.09.76, 5.7” B.Com, Asst. Manager in  
    Hyundai
 299/B 08.11.86, 6 ” B. Com,  Tax Assistant in 
    Income Tax Dept. (National  
    Level Sportsman)
 300/B 06.11.80 6”  B.H.M.,pursuing MBA,Spice Jet
 409/B/16, 15.02.1986, 5"9 Master in Pharmacy(M. 
    Pharma),Working in regulatory  
    Affairs Department at Bangalore
 410/B/16, 5"10  B.Sc(Electronics) MCSE  
    Working in Microsoft MSc.-IT   
    at Bangalore.
 411/B/16,10.09.1982, 5"9 M.B.A. 
Boys –General   
25 281/B 12.04.84, 5.4” Dipl. in Engineering pursuing  
    MBA, working in IBM India 
26 282/B 25.07.86, 6.0” Dipl. In Mechanical, Fitness  
    Instructor and Interior designer 
27 283/B 31.10.83, 5.2” PUC, Service Engineer 
30 296/ B  28.12.88  5.10” Diploma in Computer Science,  
    Event Manager 
32 309/B 10.11.82, 5.7”,  Diploma in Mech. Engineer,  
    working in HaL 
33 303/B/14 18.12.82, 5.7”, Dip in Computer Science,  
    Software Engineer
34 317/B/14 24.02.81 5.8” Dipl. in E & C, Validatim Technic
35 319/B/14 22.11.83 5.2” Dipl. in Mechanical Engineering,  
    ABB Ltd.
35 329/B/14 11.05.84 5’10” PUC, Sr. Sales Executive 
    (Kalyani  Motors ) 
36 333/B/14 18.05.79 6’0”    PUC, I.T.I, Business         
37 338/B/14 23.01.83 5’8”  Diploma, Business Director 
    Pavni Chits India Pvt Ltd
38 344/B/09.07.83 5.11” 12th (PUC) – Hotel Business
39 351/B 31.12.80 5.9” Diploma and MS in Design 
    Eng- Scheinder Electronics
40 370/B/15 10/08/1975  6’  Diploma Working
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41 363/B/15,27/06/1981, 5’9” Diploma System admin
42 365/B/15,14/07/1987, 5’4”  IIPUC, Bakery
43 379/B/15 5/12/1986 5’9”       M.Pharm  Working       
44 383/B/15 17/04/1983 5’10”  ITI Working
45 386/B/15 23/08/1984 5’7”  Diploma Working 
46 395/B/15 21/05/1986 5’7”  Diploma Working
47 396/B/15 12/04/1984 5’8”  B Pharm Working 
18 400/B/15 12/04/1984 5’5” Diploma,M.B.A
19 402/B/15 22/06/1982 5’8”  Diploma, Senior Service Engineer                        
20 403/B/15 29/09/1985 5’1”  Diploma, Electrician
 407/B/15, 15.08-15, 5"3 B.Com
Boys - Widower
 366/B/15,02/06/1982,5’8” B.Tech, Engineer    
 376/B/15 01/01/1985 5’10” M B A  Decutuche Bank
Boys- Divorce
 408/B/2016,01.05.1979,5"6 Diploma in Mechanical  
    Engineering working as Asst. 
    Manager.
Girls—Doctors 
 652/G/123/14/19875'4'' B.A.M.S Duty Doctor in private  
    hospital
 666/G/12 7/29/1982 5'5"  B.A.M.S, M.Sc Doctor, Lecturer
 708/G/13 5/21/1987 5'8"  BAMS Doctor
 
21 882/G/4 08/05/84  5’2’’ M.D.S Dentist 
22 968/15 14.01.86, 5.2”ft,  B.D.S,M.D.S-A.J Shetty  
    Dental College
23 998/B/14  30/04/1990 5’3” MBBS Doing MD
24 1018/G/1530/07/1985 5’4” MS (General Surgery)
 1077/G/15, 11.04.91, 5"3 B.H.M.S , Own Clinic at  
    Viveknagar,Bangalore.
 1106/G/16, 20.05.89, 5"4 M.B.B.S.(M.D. in OBG in  
    second year)
1125/G/16, 04.02.1987, 5.5" MD Pathology

Girls-Engineers 
 646/G/12 3/27/1985 5'2'' BE 
 647/G/128/19/1981 5'2'' BE Software Eng.
 658/G/12 7/6/1987 5'4'' BCA MS Software Eng.
 674/G/12 4/19/1987 5'2'' B.E  
 677/G/12 6/15/1983 5'7" B.E IBM
 679/G/12 6/26/1990 5'5" B.E Engineer
 687/G/13 8/14/1989 5'4" B.E Software Eng.
 701/G/13 5/11/1988 5'7"  B. E Software Analyst Working at  
    Perform Group
 704/G/13 11/20/1988  5'4" B. E Technology Consutlant  
    in H P
 714/G/13 7/8/1988 5'7"  B. E  

 716/G/131/21/19875'8" B. E Working at Vijaya Bank
 780/G28.09.87, 5.8”  B.E., T.C.S.
 785/G 10.04.89, 5”  B.E. Infosys
 786/G 28 Years, 5”  B.E. Infosys
 788/G 12.07.81, 5.4”  B.E. Manager, Accenture
 798/G 08.02.87, 5.4”  B.E. (E & C), working at EMC2 
 800/G 21.08.84, 5.5”  B.E. (E&C) Electronics  
    Communication
 802/G 19.03.89, 5.3”  B.E. (Com. Sci. ) Software  
    Engineer
 803/G02.09.88, 5.8” B.E. (E&C), Software Eng. I.  
    Gate 
 806/G 08.02.88 5.2”  B.E., Software Engineer
 819/G/14, 06.05.90,5”  B.E. (Bio-Technology) Accenture  
    Software

 825/G/14 03.09.89 5.5” B.E (C.Sc.), Dell International  
    Services
 838/G/14 02.05.90 5.5” B.E, Software Engineer
 843/G/1420.11.86 5.4” B.E., MBA, HR in Goldman  
    Sachs
 847/G/1429.03.85 5.6” B.E., M.S. Motorola, Chicago-  
    USA
187 1002/G/15 01/05/19915’6” B E Working        
188 1003/G/15 22/10/1980 5’5” B E Project Manager
189 1009/G/1515/05/1991 5’2”  B.E
190 1010/G/15 23/06/1991 5’3” B.E Wipro
191 1011/G/15 22/05/1989 5’5” B.E(Electronics) DELL
192 1015/G/15 21/08/1984 5’5” B.E Working
193 1022/G/1504/07/1988 5’5” B E
 1024/G/1517/09/19985’2” B.E Senior Software Analyst
 1025/G/1521/01/1990 5’3” B.E Software Engineer
 1026/G/1519/08/19815’3” B.E Working in Oracle
 1027/G/15 03/06/19905’6” B.E ,M.Tech    Software Engineer
 1028/G/1518/11/19815’4” B.E Working
 1104/G/15, 15.09.92, 5". B.E.(Computer Science), Working  
    in Infosys as Systems Engineer.
 1107/G/16, 19.04.92 ,5"2 B.E.(Instrumentation Engineer)  
    Working in Tata Consultancy   
    Services
 1109/G/16, 11.03.90, 5"3. B.E.(I.S), Working in Estuate  
    Software as Senior Software  
    Engineer.
 1110/G/16 , 22.02.1991, 5"3. B.E.(Computer Science), Working  
    in Deloitie.
 1112/G/16, 26.07.90, 5"3. B.E.(Computer Science),Working in  
    Infosys Ltd as Senior Systems  
    Engineer.
 1113/G/16, 28.01.90,5"3. B.E.(E & C),Working in Robert   
    Bosch.
 1116/G/16,22.08.91, 5"7 B.E., Working as a IT Support.
 1118/G/16,  04.04.1989, 5.4" B.E, working at Accenture
Girls-General 
 778/G11.01.89, 5”  Dipl, E&C – MPHASIS - HP
 826/G/14 30.09.82 5.6” PUC
 830/G/1418.02.83 5” Diploma (E & C), SAP Labs 
 831/G/14 04.02.815.2” PUC
 835/G/14 07.08.895.3” Diploma in Medical Lab Technology, 
    Columbia Asia Hospital
 860/G/14 21.05.87 5.8" 
 1043/G/15 10-03-1992/5.4" Diploma in C.Sc. H.R.
Girls-Post Graduates / Graduates
 627/G/12 10/19/1986 5'6" MBA in Finance J.P.Morgan  
     Bangalore
 632/G/12 1/20/1986 5ft MCA Software Eng.
 643/G/12 4/29/1986 5'3"  BA 

 
    Narayana Hrudayalaya
 670/G/12 8/8/1986 5'2'' M.B.A Assistance Manager in 
    Domino's
 693/G/13 11/24/19895'2'' Pursuing M.SC
 683/G/13 1/7/1985 5'4"  M A Receptionist
 707/G/13 11/7/1998 5'6" B.SC Working at Mumbai
 709/G/13 1/7/1987 5'4" B.com  
 711/G/13 7/16/1989 5'4" B.com Working
 720/G/13 7/1/1984 5'4" M B A T C S Bangalore
 722/G/13 4/6/1987 5'8" B.com, M.com Working
 787/G14.04.87, 4.8” B.A.
 790/G27.07.82, 5.7” B.A. (HEP) Company Secretary
 791/G 06.04.89, 5.2”  B.Sc. Computers
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 794/G 18.07.88, 5.2” M.Sc. Karnataka Bank
 795/G 6.10.85,5.5” B.Sc. (MLT) Lab Technologist
 797/G 23.11.86,157 CM MBA  (Finance)
 808/G28.07.83 5.6” MBA, HR Manager
 809/G01.01.86 5.7” M.S., Programme Analyst
 810/G 10.04.90 5.6” B.Com, PGDBA, DEWTSCHE  
    Bank
 813/G18.03.87 5.4” M.Sc., ABD Laboratories Pvt. 
    Ltd.
 815/G16.09.86 5.2” MBA, Project Management, 
    Accenture
 816/G/15.04.90, 5.6”, B.Com, CA (inter) Sri Finance  
    Associate Mumbai
  

 820/G/14.05.86,5.5”, B.Sc., MBA, Metlife India  
    Insurance
 827/G/1428.11.85 5.3” M.Sc., Bio-informatics – Alta 
    Engg. Software
 829/G/14 22.10.87,5.3” MBA, Senior Executive H.R.
 832/G/1401.09.85,5” B.Com, MBA, Infosys BPO Ltd.
 833/G/14 01.09.90,5.4” B.Com, IBM
 836/G/14 06.03.85 5.4” MCA, Ericsson India Pvt. Ltd.  
    Bangalore
 837/G/14 21.04.80 5.4” BA, BCA, working at Apollo  
    Hospital
 839/G/14 03.03.88 5.4” B.Sc. (Computers),Software 
    Engineer
 840/G/14 07.12.88 5.5” BBM, Accountant 
 842/G/14 17.01.85 5.3” M.Sc., PGDPM, HRProfessional
 844/G/1428.07.83 5.6” B.Com, MBA, HR Manager
 845/G/1403.03.88 5.4” B.Sc. (C.Sc.) Gognizant 
    Technology 

28 950/G   09.11.84, 5.5”   MA +PGDCA (Content
    Developer) – Infosys
29 952/G   01.08.8 , 5”    B.COM
30 954/G   02.09.75,  5.2”  B.A
31 955/15  06.06.83, 5.6”ft,  B.B.M- Accenture.
32 958/15  09.05.90,  5.4”ft,  M.S.C- Maths lecturer
34 962/15  27.07.86, 5.2”ft, C.A
35 963/15  16.09.92, 5.5”ft,  M.Com, parksons & Packaging, 
    Indian Bulls,Parel
36 965/15  19.01.84,  5.5” B.Com-Rel Life Insurance
 973/15 30-04-1986, 5.5” M.B.A-Union Bank, Mangalore 
    (Manager)
 974/15 16-08-1988, 5.7” B.C.A-Honda,ITPL( Executive)
 975/5 16-11-1986, 5.4” BHRD,MBA – HDFC Bank(asst. 
    manager,Mangalore)
 979/15 09-10-1985, 5” B.A-Merchandizer
 980/15 19-08-1988, 5.4” B.CoM, M.B.A
 981/15 04/07/1987, 5.7” MBA-HR- VTU University
 983/15 12/12/1983, 5.4” B.Pharm, P.G Dip. , M.S- edtronic  
    Inc, California
 984/15 31/10/1989, 5.6” M.Sc- Software professional
 985/15 24.11.1987, 5.6” M.S.W, HR Executive
 986/15 02.02.1992, 5.7" B.S.W
  992/G/1505/01/1990,5’8” MBA HR @ Flipkart  
 993/G/15,30/05/1990,5’7” BBM       
 994/G/15,27/09/1998,5’4” Master in Pharmacy
 999/G/15  28/06/19935’8” MBA  Business
 1001/G/15 07/04/1985 5’2” B A Working
 1004/G/15 25/12/1981 5’ MBA Working

 1005/G/1515/04/1987 5’3 B.com Senior accounts Executive   
 1006/G/15 18/04/1991 5’6”  B.SE Working in Wipro
 1008/G/15 22/08/1987 5’5” C.A Chartered Accountant  
 1013/G/1524/02/1988 5’2” B.Com Accounts
 1014/G/15 17/06/1981 5’4” M.Com Working
 1016/G/15 09/01/1987 5’6” B.COM Working  
 1017/G/1501/03/1988 5’3” B.Com(C.A Inter) Working                                                        
 1019/G/15 24/05/19905’4”  MBA ORACLE
 1020/G/1529/05/19935’6”  BCA                              

 1030/G/1512/01/19885’3”  BCA Working  
 1031/G/15 03/09/1988 5’5” B.Com, MBAWorking
 1032/G/1528/01/1985 5’6” MBA Working
 1033/G/15 06/03/1990 5’6” BCA, MBA Working  
 1034/G/15 11/10/1988 5’1” M.Com Accountant at Dubai                                                        
 1035/G/1515/06/1991 5’4” B.Com, MBA ,CA Final Working
 1036/G/15 03/02/1990 5’3” M.S.W
 1037/G/15 29/05/1990 5’6” B.Com Working
 1038/G/15 01/01/1987 5’4” M.Sc Lecturer
 1039/G/15 09/10/1988 5’4” B B M Working
 1040/G/15 07.11.1990/5.5” BBM working at Capital First 
    Ltd.
 1041/G/15 15.11.1990/5.4” M.Sc. I.T Clinical Software 
    Engineer
 1042/G/1514.04.1987/4.10" B.A. Fashion Designer
 1044/G/15 15.05.1986/5.2"  BCA & MCA SoftwareEngineer
 1045/G/15 09-03-1987/5.3" M. Com Accountant
 1046/G/15 30-10-1983/5.1" B.Sc, LLM Working at HSBC
 1047/G/1519-3-1989/5.3" B.Tech (Fashion designing) 
    Self employed
 1049/G/1536/15-01-1987/5.5" MBA-Finance PeopleAnalyst 
 1050/G/1515-01-1989/5.3" B.Ed Primary School Teacher
 1052/G/15 27-04-1992/5.1" B.com working at SEIMENS
 1054/G/1516-09-1988/5.6" B.Com Accounts Executive,  
    Mercury Pharma Udupi
 1055/G/159-11-1985/5.5"MA, PGDCA Content Developer  
    at Infosys
 1056/G/153-2-1990/5.2" M.S.W 
 1058/G/15 11.11-1989-5.7" M.Com Lecturer at SMS 
    College, Brahmavar
 1059/G/15 23-12-1989/5.3" M.Com Working as Guest  
    Lecturer
 1060/G/1525-06-1988/5  M.Tech Executive at Kenrwell  
    Biopharma
 1061/G/15 17-06-1987/5.4 M.Sc. Biotechnology Data  
    Manager - Clinical Research 
 1062/G/15 18-02-1972/5.3 M.Tech. M.Sc. Phd. Asst. Prof/  
    Reader
 1063/G/1519-07-1978/5  B.Sc. M.Lib Asst. Librarian
 1065/G/15 08-11-1990/5.6" M.B.A Working at Infosys
 1066/G/15 9-02-1991/5.4" B.B.M- M.B.A working at  
    Cognizant Global Solutions
 1068/G/ 15 6-4-1987/5.8" B.Com, MBA Asst. Stance  
    Manager
 1069/G/ 15 9-5-1989/5.5" LLB, LLM 
 1070/G/15 14-07-1986/5.4" B.com, MBA 
 1071/G/15 27-06-1990/5.5" B.Com + PGDCA Executive  
    Apollo Hospitals
 1072/G/15 125/15-03-1985/5.1" B.com, MBA 
 1073/G/15 127/18-07-1988/5.2" M.SC Working at Canara  
    Bank
 1074/G/15 133/20-06-1987/5.4"M.C.A   
    Software Engineer, Mind Tree
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 1075/G/15 135/22-3-1992/5 B.Com Studying animation  
    course
 1078/G/15 7-1-1987/5.8" BBM. MBA 
 1079/G/15 26-06-1990/5.3" M.Com JP Morgan
 1080/ G/15 12-7-1977/5.2" B.A 
 1081/G/15 11-4-1990/5.4" M.Sc. (chemistry) Working  
    at IIT Bombay
 1083/G/15 14-4-1983/5 Diploma in E& C Data Analyist
 1084/G/15 27-7-1989/5.3" BCA Karnataka Bank   
    Sakleshpur
 1085/G/15 13-01-1993/5.4" B.Com Working at Infosys
 1086/G/15 2-7-1988/5.4" M.Sc. (Microbiology) Lecturer 
    at Alva's Medical College,  
    Surathkal
 1087/G/15 7-3-1984/5.4" P.U.C Computer Operator in 
    BBMP
 1090/G/15 7-8-1992/5.6"  B.C.A 
 1091/G/15 10-5-1991/5.2" B.Com, MBA JP Morgan
 1092/G/15 11-7-1987/5.2" MSc B.Ed Lecturer, Alvas PU  
    College
 1093/G/15 27-10-1990/5.5" M.Com 
 1094/G/15 20-06-1969/5.11" B.A Bussiness
 1096/G/15 07-04-1991/5.4" M.Sc, Microbiology 
 1098/G/15 16-10-1987/5.3" B.Com 
 1101/G/15 25-05-1981/ 5.6" BCA 
 1102/G/15 10-9-1993/5.4" MBA
 1103/G/15, 28.07.85, 5"9 B.A, P.G.D.B.A(H.R), Working  
    in H.S.B.C at Bannergatta.
 1108/G/16, 09.09.91, 5"4 B.Com. M.B.A.(Finance)  
    working in Manipal Technology  
    as Stratergy Analysts.
 1111/G/16, 10.09.93, 5"3. M.B.A Studying
 1114/G/16, 23.01.89, 5"5. B.A. & Diploma in HR  
    Management,Working in ADFC  

 1115/G/16,30.06.89,5"7. M.Com, working as Senior  
    Insurance Executive at Mumbai.
 1117/G/16, 20.08.91,5"1. B.Sc

1119/G/16, 05.04.1992, 5.3" B.Sc. MCA, Trainee Developer,  
    IT
1120/G/16, 22.03.1991, 5.1" MBA, working in Ernst & 
Young
1122/G/16, 14.11.1986, 5.2" M.Sc. (Statistics)
1123/G/16, 06.12.1992, 5.4" B.Sc., pesuing MS (IT)
1124/G/16, 29.12.1989, 5.6" BA, MBA, Lecturer, AJ Institute
1126/G/16, 09.09.1991, 5.4" BBM, working at Infosys

Girls-Widows & Divorcees 
35 768/G/13, 31.01.91, 5.4,  2nd PUC, (Widow) 
36 777/G/13 30/6/82 5’3” BBM, Working in Girnar Food  
    and Beverages Pvt  Ltd 
37 783/G 16.06.79, 5.2” B.D.S. Divorcee 
38 784/G 30.06.82, 5.5” SSLC, Divorcee (Beautician) 
39 814/G 17.09.84 5.4” B.Com, Working in Bangalore,  
    Divorcee 
40 816/G 17.04.78 5.4” B.Arch., Architect, Divorcee 
41 834/G/14 28.07.78 5.10” M.D.S, Divorcee, Working in a  
    Dental College, Mangalore 
43 915/G/14 04.12.83 5’4.5” B E , Working as Software 
    Engineer 
44 922/G/15 29.07.80 5’4”    B B M Working as Marketing 
    Head at Strata retail
45 969/15 26.01.86,  5.5” B.Com (Widow)
46 970/15 07.06.82,  5.5”  M.B.A-Marketing (Divorcee)
47 971/15, 5.4”  B.E (E&C)- accenture
 977/15 08.03.1990, 5.7” Dip. In Fashion designing (GD)
 987/G/15, 04/02/1982,5’4” B.E, Bank Employee
 996/G/15,01/06/1983,5’6”  B.com , accountant 
 398/B/15 08/12/1982 5’7”  B E, M B  A Working
 390/B/15 02/06/1979 5’8”  B Tech Working
 1023/G/1515/04/1984 5’2”  B.E Manager Corporation Bank
 1029/G/1507/11/19835’3” B.E Working in New York ( U.S)       
 1105/G/15, 25.01.78, 5"5 B.A.
 718/G/134/15/1984 5'6" B. E Working at CorporationBank
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Convenor. Matrimonial Cell 
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Dr. Naresh Shetty 
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